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Abstract. This paper analyzes and evaluates, in the context of Ontology
learning, some techniques to identify and extract candidate terms to classes of a
taxonomy. Besides, this work points out  some inconsistencies that may
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1 Introduction
In 2001 Berners-Lee and his colleagues made known to the public at large the Seman-
tic Web [1], a short, medium and long term project of the most important agency for
the Web standardization: the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). This proposal
implied deep changes that would affect, and, in fact are already affecting, the fields of
creation, edition and publication of web pages and sites.
The main goal of this project is to make understandable for machines the Web con-
tent [2]. However, three requirements would be necessary to make it possible: a) Web
contents must be described: to this end different languages have been created, such as
RDF [3], which allows the description of any resource on the Web with metadata. b)
The different knowledge domains must be structured and formalized using ontologies
[4]. c) Tools to interpret, compare, and merge data on a semantic base are needed:
these tools work over ontologies, and they can be built using different languages. The
most important of them is OWL [5].
Nevertheless, the formalization of Semantic Web [6], on the one hand describing
their resources and on the other hand making ontologies, entails a high cost in time
and money. As a result, in 2010 the Semantic Web is not yet a reality [7] and, al-
though many of its technologies are already among us [8], the W3C has recently an-
nounced that the entire project can not be achieved in less than 10 years.
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To solve the first of these problems several research groups, namely, the one that
the authors of this paper belong to, DigiDoc (http://www.upf.edu/digidoc), are
working in the development of editors and automatic extractors of metadata (such as
DigiDocMeta: http://www.metaeditor.net). Regarding the second issue, in 2001 a new
discipline developed, the Ontology Engineering [9], devoted to the study and the
design of applications that help to develop, maintain and use these tools semi-
automatically.
In this new discipline, the process called "Ontology learning" [10] is very impor-
tant, which focuses on the generation of tools to import, extract, prune, refine and
evaluate the taxonomy of an ontology semi-automatically.
This work is carried out in the Ontology learning field, and focuses on the analysis
and evaluation of techniques commonly used to propose terms [11] that constitute the
classes of the taxonomy resulting from this process.
This paper is structured as follows: the next section explains the ontology learning
process; the following section sets out the main objectives of this research; the third
section describes the methodology and tools used in experimentation. Then a discus-
sion concerning the main results of this research is presented. Finally, some conclu-
sions are stated.
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